2. You purchase a ball. You hand the cashier a five dollar bill. What will your change be?  
   answer: ____________ 

3. You purchase a robot. You hand the cashier a ten dollar bill. What will your change be?  
   answer: ____________ 

4. You purchase a toy car. You hand the cashier three dollars. What will your change be?  
   answer: ____________ 

5. You purchase a piggy bank. You hand the cashier a five dollar bill. What will your change be?  
   answer: ____________ 
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1. You purchase a toy drum. You hand the cashier six dollars. What will your change be?   answer: ______________

2. You purchase a ball. You hand the cashier a five dollar bill. What will your change be?   answer: ______________

3. You purchase a robot. You hand the cashier a ten dollar bill. What will your change be?   answer: ______________

4. You purchase a toy car. You hand the cashier three dollars. What will your change be?   answer: ______________

5. You purchase a piggy bank. You hand the cashier a five dollar bill. What will your change be?   answer: ______________